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Lecture # 12 (cont'd -

i4) Confusion of Ant ioohus with Ant ichri.t
15) Character and conduct of ntiochue
16) 11121_224 all agree fits .Antiochus

"Abomination that makes desolate" not have to mean same thing always
17 (additions made in translation) "Shall do exploits"----- 18 lis40-45 not fit Aritiochus
20 Interval between vv. 35 and 36 of ch.1].

Lecture # 15 5/15/74

1) lnie1 9
0

2) 9:1,2
3)' "accomplish 70 years" Jer, 25:11,12

Jer,29:10
Dan, 9:211 seventy weeks are determined

6) the purposes (v.24)
7) 'concerning dispensationaliom and E. J. Young

Young relates all the purposes to Christ's first coming
9) Meaning of "seal'
lo) Meaning of vision and prophecy; anoint the most holy
11) Meaning of the purposes
12) Segments in the seventy weeks
14) After 62 weeks is important (not after 69 weeks)
15) Length of the three periods--beginning and endings
16) Student. questions answered
17) His Anointed i.e. Oyrua
19) Two possible interpretations re 62 weeks
21) flWord' equal. prediction, not edict,

Lesson # 14 /20/74

1) Dan. 9:24-27 Three periods are mentioned. Definite or indefinite period.?
2) Are they 'c'onsecutive or' hays intervals?
3) Only immediate succession if indefinite periods (so Keil)

When do the periods begin?
4) Three possibilities for being a divine word
5) ', Three posib ii it ies if it is a human word
6) The second period: end given, not beginning
9) 926 "out off and have nothing" or "but not for himself'
10) On Montgomery's commentary
12) 1 9:27 not Christ but antichrist
13) Den, 11 specific detailed prediction

Interval f 2000 yra. between l135 and 11,36
14) Rapture of church before antichrist is revealed

-15) , 11:45 antichrist c;omss to his end"
/ 12:2 the resurrection. Not any general resurrection

16) / Millennium not denied in Daniel 0

17) 12:4
18) 12:$ff 0

12:5-12
20)
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